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Please Welcome in our KYSITE Officers for 2009! 

Vice-President 
Adam Kirk, PE, PTOE, AICP 
Kentucky Transportation Center 
176 Raymond Building 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, KY 40506-0281 
Phone: 859-257-7310   
Email: akirk@engr.uky.edu 

Treasurer 
Lindsay Walker, PE 
Parsons Brinckerhoff 
2333 Alumni Park Plaza, Suite 
330 
Lexington, KY 40517 
Phone: 859-245-3869 

Secretary 
Ashley Williams, EIT 
ENTRAN 
11492 Bluegrass Pkwy, Suite 101 
Louisville, KY 40299 
Phone: 502-213-7543  
Email: awilliams@entran.us 

Past President 
Jeff Moore, AICP 
Division of Planning, District 3 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 
P.O. Box 599 
Bowling Green, KY 42101 
Phone: 270-746-7898 
Email: jeff.moore@ky.gov 

Southern District  
Representative 
Bill Seymour, PE 
Home Phone: 502-231-0789 
Cell Phone: 502-552-0904  
Email: billjanseymour@bellsouth.net 

Director 
Ron Herrington, PE 
Lexington Fayette Urban County 
Government 
Division of Traffic Engineering 
200 East Main Street 
Lexington, KY 40507 
Phone: 859-258-3430 
Email: ronh@lfucg.com 

Director 
Jo Anne Tingle, PE 
Phone: 502-330-8309 
Email: jtingle2@gmail.com 

2009 KYSITE Meeting Dates  

 

Annual Southern  

District ITE Meeting 



The 2008 KYSITE Annual Meeting was held on Thursday, November 6, 2008 at the Buffalo 
Trace Distillery in Frankfort, Kentucky.  Over 60 Members and guests were in attendance to 
experience this exciting meeting. 
 
The evening started out with an optional tour of the Distillery.  It appeared that at least half of 
the attendees took advantage of this opportunity.  While everyone enjoyed learning about the 
history and how to make Bourbon, we believe it was the tasting at the end that brought big 
smiles to everyone's face. 
 
Upon conclusion of the tour, the social hour began.  This included drink tickets for members in 
attendance.  The Silent Auction used to raise scholarship money also started after the tour was 
complete. Dinners began with a salad at the table followed by a buffet-style dinner.  Feedback on 
the food was very positive as well! 
 
Following dinner, students from the University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville par-
ticipated in the annual Traffic Bowl which is used to award our scholarship money.  We would 
like to congratulate all of the students and thank them for their participation. 
 
Following the Traffic Bowl, the city selection for the 2013 SDITE meeting was announced. 
 
Soon afterwards, the business meeting / awards portion of the evening began.  Eric Green was 
awarded the KYSITE Individual Activity Award for his efforts this year (and many others) on the 
Traffic Bowl buzzer system in addition to countless other activities done for KYSITE.  Jeff Moore 
also received a plaque recognizing his leadership as President in 
2008.  Lonnie Yates conducted the swearing in of officers, which 
included newcomer Ashley Williams -- our 2009 Secretary. 
 
The evening concluded 
with the announcement 
of the results of the Silent 
Auction.  

2008 Annual KYSITE Meeting 

 

Recent KYSITE Happenings 
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A highlight of the Annual Meeting this year was the first University of Kentucky versus University of Louisville 
Traffic Bowl match-up. The UK team included Tony Fields, Tim Guenther and Benjamin Hornback. Tony will 
be the 2009 President for the UK Student Chapter of ITE. Participants of the UofL team included Mat van 
der Meer, Jason Moore, and Jason Yeager. 
 
This year's Traffic Bowl featured a new buzzer system -- a very creative system that included a traffic signal 
that would light up when a team used the buzzer.  Many thanks to Ron Herrington and LFUCG Division of 
Traffic Engineering for the traffic signal as well as to Eric Green for creating the buzzer system! 

 

A practice round was conducted to get the students familiar with 

the new buzzer system.  Special guest Craig Hanchey (SDITE 

President) agreed to participate.  Soon after, the two schools 

squared off.  After both the first and second rounds, the score 

was very close with UofL leading going into the Final Round.  Af-

ter a risky wager on the final question, the UK team surfaced as 

the winners. 

 

We would like to thank each student for their participation in 

this annual event. We look forward to supporting our KYSITE 

team at the Southern District Traffic Bowl in April! 

Jeff Moore Delivers Final Message as 
KYSITE President 

tendance at our seasonal meet-
ings & trainings and especially 
with the large crowd gathered for 
our festive Annual Meeting. We 
continued to raise funds for our 
scholarship program through our 
silent auction and our golf outing, 
and this year hosted a traffic bowl 
competition pitting UK against U 

of L student. 
  
I appreciate the opportunity to 
have served as your President in 
during this exciting 2008 and look 
forward to continuing to work 
with the elected officers and 
members of KYSITE in the years 
to come, particularly with the 

work underway for our hosting of 
the 2013 Southern District Meet-

ing in Lexington. 
 
  

Jeff Moore, AICP 

2008 President, Kentucky Section, 

Institute of Transportation Engineers 

As another year comes to a close, 
a pause to reflect on the chal-
lenges and accomplishments dur-
ing the past twelve months is very 

appropriate. 
 
Our Kentucky Section has had an 
incredible 2008 starting with our 
participation in Engineering Day at 
UK in February, through several 
successful technical meetings and 
trainings, and all the way to our 
Annual Meeting at the Buffalo 

Trace Distillery on November 6. 
 
In 2008, active Section Member-
ship has increased in our organi-

zation as best reflected in the at- 
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2008 KYSITE Traffic Bowl: A Heated Rivalry 

The Winning Team of the 2008 KYSITE Traffic Bowl 

(from left to right):  Tim Guenther, Benjamin Hornback 

and Tony Fields. 



As part of our attempt to continually update the KYSITE website, several improvements were made. 
 
Initially, this involved soliciting feedback from a couple of younger KYSITE members who were asked 
to provide feedback on likes / dislikes of other Section websites.  Utilizing this input, a new interface 

was designed.   The revisions included both improved aesthetics and content on the site. 
 
Next, the host server for the website was changed.  This allowed us to use the kysite.com domain to 

our full advantage and no longer ‘mask’ the actual link to a page. 
 
We are currently working out the kinks of developing surveys and real-time polling information.  
This will allow us to setup a demand-responsive polling system for determining the highest demand 

for possible training opportunities. 
 
Special thanks to Eric Green for providing the behind-the-scenes technical support to the current 

webmaster. 

Announcements 

At the conclusion of KYSITE’s Annual Meeting, the results of the Silent 

Auction were announced. Nearly $1150 was raised this year, which 

was nearly double the amount raised in 2007.  We would like to thank 

both the bidders and donators for making this auction so successful.   

 

We would also like to thank those who sponsored the event. There 

were multiple levels of sponsorship. At the gold sponsorship level 

were consulting firms, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) and Wilbur Smith 

Associates (WSA). At the silver level were Gresham Smith and Part-

ners (GSP) and DLZ. 

 

A Big Thanks to our Sponsors and Generous Bidders 
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Website Updates 

And the Winner Goes to...Lexington! 

At the 2008 KYSITE Annual Meeting, Vice-President Scott Walker announced that the 2013 

Southern District ITE (SDITE) Annual Meeting will be held in Lexington in April 2013.  The 

SDITE Annual Meeting is a meeting held every Spring and showcases some of the best technical 

information from a transportation perspective in the Southeast -- and it's a lot of fun too!  The 

meeting rotates through the eight states and 2013 was identified as the next year for Kentucky. 

 

Over the next couple of years, KYSITE members will be called upon to assist in the planning of 

this meeting.  Any help will be greatly appreciated.  If you are interested in volunteering, please 

contact Scott Walker. 
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Your Company 

Logo Could Be 

Here! 
 

All you have to do is sponsor one of  the 2009 KYSITE 

seminars and your company will receive recognition 

in the email announcement and at the seminar, your 

logo in the quarterly KYSITE newsletter, on the 

KYSITE website and at the seminar! This is great 

(and cheap) advertising. We distribute this newsletter 

to over 300 public and private agencies within the 

Kentucky transportation community……. 

Don’t be left out in 

the cold! 
 

Contact Ashley Williams for more information                             

email: awilliams@entran.us 



Is Time on Your Side? 
By: Ron Herrington 

This is the last of four articles on Time Management. 

 
This series on time management was designed to underline the importance that those of 
us in management or supervisory positions have certain responsibilities to be as produc-
tive and efficient as we can be.  As each of us is aware the demands on our time often 
come out of nowhere and from all directions like butterflies descending on flow-
ers.  Hopefully these articles have helped you to improve upon how you respond to the 
demands on your time at work and in life, have re-emphasized a number of things you 
may have already known, have helped you re-focus on what is important, and provided 

you some tools to get the “butterflies of your life” to fly in formation.  
 
 

 

Simplify Your Life — 
• We should concentrate on our core values or important goals we have and cut out activities that 

are not consistent with them.  In other words, focus on doing a few things really well rather than 
trying to do a lot of things half-hearted or mediocre.  Obviously, no one can add time to his/her 

day, but we can cut back on activities that do not complement our goals.  
• Do not allow communications technology to ruin the day.  Get away from the instant and direct 

messaging whether it is by fax, office phone, home phone, cell phone, pager, etc. 
• Stop spending time to save money.  In other words, do not drive across town to buy gas or go 

to a grocery for an item a few cents cheaper.  It often is not worth the time it takes. 
• Cancel subscriptions to magazines or newspapers that you do not get around to reading.  

• Cut back on television time.  Only watch those programs/shows that you decide on beforehand.  

• Quit organizations that do not contribute to your advancement, your network or your fun. 
• Make time for yourself and your family, rather than work related activities.  Plan weekends and 

vacations with them.  It really is not a badge of courage to state that you have not had a vacation 

in three years. 
• Take a moment each day to just be grateful. 

 
 
Saying No –  

• We all want to please others and often say yes to requests of our time and our energy without 
thinking of the commitment we may have just agreed to.  Before accepting any request consider 
how it may impact the direction of your life or the time you had planned to spend alone or with 
family or friends.  We do have some responsibility to give something back to community or 

church, but we should not try to do everything even for those important groups.  
• If a work request “springs up” ask with your supervisor to help place it appropriately on your list 

of priorities. 
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Is Time on Your Side? (cont’d) 

Saying Yes –  
• When saying no is unavoidable work with the requestor to establish a timetable in order to 

not totally disrupt the list of priorities you currently are working on. 
• Plan ahead for those inevitable “surprise requests” to be better able to address them. 

 
 
 

Now you have all of the tools to SPARKLE! 
 

S – Sleep well (don’t take your work to bed) 
P – Plan every day (create that “to do” list) 
A – Anticipate less (don’t worry) 
R – Relax (spend me time in a quiet place) 
K – Keep anger under control (learn to give constructive 

feedback, rather than being critical) 
L – Laugh (children laugh 300 times per day, adults average 

less than 20 times per day) 
E – Eat well and exercise (a well-tuned machine can han-

dle the daily stresses much better) 
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Want to make an announcement? 

Readers would love to hear about the interesting events happening in 

the local transportation community! If you have an announcement or 

other transportation-related news, let us know about it and we’ll  

include it in the next newsletter! 



To: 

Send this form & payment to: 
(Make checks payable to “KYSITE”) 

We’re on the Web! 

www.kysite.com 

Kentucky Section of the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers 

Want to become a KYSITE Member? 
Our yearly Section dues for all members are $15, with $5 providing 

scholarship opportunities for Kentucky engineering students. 

 

Name: ________________________________________ 

Title:  _________________________________________ 

Company/Agency: _______________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________ 

City, State, ZIP: _________________________________ 

E-mail Address: _________________________________ 

 

Are you interested in obtaining information about International ITE 

membership?    ____ YES     ____ NO 

Lindsay Walker, PE 
Parsons Brinckerhoff 
2333 Alumni Park Plaza 
Suite 330 
Lexington, KY 40517 
Phone: 859-245-3869 
Email: walkerli@pbworld.com 

 


